Introduction
This document presents the guidelines for creating annotations marking the relevance of documents to reactions in a pathway model. These guidelines were developed specifically for the task of annotating the relevance of scientific publication abstracts from the PubMed biomedical literature database to reactions found in selected pathway models represented in the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [2] . For illustration of pathway entities and reactions, we follow the Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) process description notation [4] , specifically as implemented in the CellDesigner modeling tool [1] (Figure 1 ).
We gratefully acknowledge the contribution of Yongwha Jo and Hyeyeon Choi to the development of these relevance judgment annotation criteria.
Pathway representation
The specific pathway representation applied in this effort is that of the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML). For a detailed introduction to SBML and the graphical notation, we refer to Hucka et al. [2] and materials available from http://sbml.org and http://www.sbgn.org. This section gives a brief basic introduction of the core SBML concepts relevant to this annotation effort.
The two most important concepts in the representation are (physical) entities (termed "species" in SBML) and reactions. The former includes e.g. genes and proteins and the latter e.g. transcription, transport, and complex formation. SBML reactions are represented as (typed) associations of three sets of entities: reactants, products, and modifiers (see Figure 2) . A reaction may have one or more reactants and products, and any number of modifiers (or none). For each modifier, the form of modification is also specified, for example as stimulation or inhibition. In this guideline, we differentiate between the base reaction, a reaction without modifiers, and the full reaction, involving all aspects of a reaction.
In addition to the core concepts discussed above, a number of detailed aspects of reactions such as the (cellular) compartments in which entities are localized can be specified. Additionally, through extension mechanisms such as those used in CellDesigner SBML models, further details such as the modified residue in reactions such as phosphorylation and the state of entities.
Task setting
The annotation task consists of a series of relevance judgments recorded on a fixed ordinal scale where each value is associated with a label (e.g. "Relevant", "Not relevant"). Each relevance judgment concerns a given reaction-document pair. The judgments are independent of each other, and to make a single judgment, it is only necessary to refer to the given reaction and the given document.
Example
Consider the reaction shown illustrated in Figure 3 and the PubMed abstract extract shown in Figure 4 . This reaction-document pair is one possible candidate that may be provided to annotators for assessment. As the shown document specifically discusses the given reaction, this reaction-document pair would be assigned a judgment identifying the document as relevant to the reaction. 
Relevance levels
The following levels of relevance of a document to a reaction are applied in the annotation:
• HIGHLY RELEVANT: the document explicitly references the reaction in complete detail.
• RELEVANT: the document makes reference to the reaction, but this reference is implicit, indirect, or non-specific. 1
• PARTLY RELEVANT: the document makes reference to the base reaction, but some aspects of the full reaction are not stated.
• NOT RELEVANT: the document does not reference the reaction.
For detailed guidelines for deciding between these levels of relevance, see Section 4.
The annotation interface makes available two additional choices that are not relevance judgments:
• OTHER: records that a judgment could not be made for some reason (e.g. technical issue or missing guideline)
• [EMPTY]: deletes a previously made judgment, returning the candidate pair to the initial state where nothing is recorded.
These choices should only be used when a judgment is not being made and indicate an incomplete state of annotation.
Detailed guidelines
This section presents detailed annotation guidelines.
Base reaction and full reaction
As discussed in Section 2, we differentiate between the base reaction, not involving reaction modifiers, and the full reaction, involving all aspects of a reaction. For determining the relevance of a given document to a given reaction, one should first consider the base reaction. If the document is judged either NOT REL-EVANT or PARTLY RELEVANT to the base reaction, this judgment applies also to the full reaction. 2 If the document is judged either HIGHLY RELEVANT or RELE-VANT with respect to the base reaction, the judgment for the full reaction should then be made according to the following guidelines:
• Modifiers and type of modification referenced explicitly: use judgment for base reaction (HIGHLY RELEVANT or RELEVANT)
• Modifiers referenced, but this reference is implicit, indirect, or non-specific: RELEVANT
• Modifiers not referenced: PARTLY RELEVANT
Fixed and changed state
Pathway models can represent various detailed aspects of physical entity state, such as the phosphorylation status of various residues, the activity of entities, and the physical location of the entities. In this effort, these detailed aspects are only considered relevant to annotation when a considered reaction involves change in them, such as through transport from one compartment to another, or change from a phosphorylated state of a specific residue to an unphosphorylated state. Thus, for example, in the reaction shown in Figure 3 the model specifies that the modifying entity (p53) is in an active state and has an unmodified lys(ine) residue (in an unspecified position). However, as the reaction does not involve change in these aspects of the entity state, they should not be considered when determining the relevance of a document to the reaction.
Transcription, translation and expression
Transcription and translation are sub-processes of gene expression. In the pathway models, transcription and translation are frequently differentiated as separate reactions, as shown in Figure 5 . ("Mdm2" will be used as an example throughout this section.) In text, authors frequently refer to these processes in other terms, discussing for example "expression of Mdm2 mRNA" and "expression of Mdm2". The former should be interpreted as equal to "transcription of Mdm2". However, the latter statement may involve a different level of granularity, referring to the whole gene expression process (including transcription and translation).
Unless otherwise specified by some clarifying statement in the text context, statements of the form "expression of Mdm2" should be understood as implying both transcription and translation. As this reference is indirect and non-specific, unless some more specific statement is found in context, documents discussing "expression" should be marked RELEVANT, but not HIGHLY RELEVANT, to respective reactions specifically involving transcription or translation.
Statements such as "expression of Mdm2 [protein]" can be clarified to specifically reference translation for example by explicit contrast with "expression of Mdm2 mRNA".
The following judgments should be assigned to simple transcription and translation reactions (in examples like the following, it is assumed that no relevant statements other than the example are present in the document):
transcription (e.g. re26 in Figure 5 
Transport
The movement of physical entities is represented in the pathway models as transport reactions in which the reactant and product entities are (typically) otherwise identical but differ in their location, i.e. the compartment they are found in. Figure 6 shows an example of a transport reaction from the outside to the inside of a compartment, in this case, a cell nucleus (identified in the model but not in the figure). To be judged HIGHLY RELEVANT to a transport reaction, a document should identify the involved compartments either explicitly (e.g. "NFAT nuclear import") or in an implicit but unambiguous way (e.g. "TNF secretion" -from inside to outside of cell). Statements that specifically reference the transport of the relevant entity in a way that is consistent with the pathway reaction but does not identify the compartments should be annotated PARTIALLY RELEVANT, and statements that either do not express transport or are incompatible in e.g. directionality (e.g. "export" for a transport reaction to the nucleus) should be annotated as NOT RELEVANT. Thus, the following relevance judgments should be assigned for a reaction where NFAT is transported from cytoplasm to nucleus (e.g. re1 in Figure 6 ):
• "nuclear import of NFAT [from cytoplasm]": HIGHLY RELEVANT
• "NFAT transport / translocation": PARTLY RELEVANT
• "NFAT was detected in the nucleus": NOT RELEVANT
• "NFAT export": NOT RELEVANT
Heterodimer association
Non-covalent binding of two or more biomolecules of different types is represented in the pathway models as a heterodimer association reaction, as illustrated in Figure 7. ("p53" and "Pirh-1" will be used as examples throughout this section.) For a document to be judged HIGHLY RELEVANT to a heterodimer association reaction, a statement regarding complex formation that explicitly mentions all binding partners should be expressed. Statements explicitly mentioning some binding partners but making only indirect or non-specific reference to others should be marked as RELEVANT. Statements lacking mention of one or more binding partners but implicitly including them in the scope of the mentioned reaction should be marked as PARTIALLY RELEVANT. Statements lacking mention of one or more binding partners in a way that excludes them (e.g. through the mention of a different binding partner) should be judged as NOT RELEVANT. Documents that only reference the resulting complex without making any statements regarding its formation should be judged as NOT RELEVANT. The following guidelines should be followed for simple binary complex formation reactions between p53 and Pirh-1:
heterodimer association (e.g. re15 in Figure 7 ):
• "p53 forms a complex with Pirh-1": HIGHLY RELEVANT
• "formation of a p53/Pirh-1 complex": HIGHLY RELEVANT
• "p53 binds to Pirh-1": HIGHLY RELEVANT
• "p53 binds to a nuclear protein": RELEVANT
• "p53 binds to various proteins": PARTLY RELEVANT
• "p53 binds to Mdm2": NOT RELEVANT
• "the p53/Pirh-1 complex": NOT RELEVANT
Dissociation
The separation of the constituents of a non-covalent complex into two or more independent entities of different types is represented as a dissociation reaction (Figure 7 ). Dissociation is the "inverse" reaction of heterodimer formation, and it should be annotated analogously. Refer to Section 4.5 for the relevant guidelines.
Activation / inactivation
The activation or inactivation of a biomolecular entity is represented in the pathway model as a state transition where the reactants and products are the same, but the activity state (active/inactive) of the corresponding entities differ. For an example, see Figure 9 . • "activation of MEKK4": HIGHLY RELEVANT
• "transcriptional activation of MEKK4": NOT RELEVANT
• "MEKK4 activity": NOT RELEVANT
Chemical group addition/removal
Modifications such as phosphorylation and dephosphorylation where chemical groups are covalently added to or removed from biomolecules are represented as state transition reactions where the reactants and products are the same, but the state of one or more of their residues is altered. For example, a simple phosphorylation reaction is represented as a transition where the reactant has an unmodified residue that is phosphorylated in the corresponding product (Figure 10 ). As specified by the general guidelines, to be judged as relevant to a modification reaction, a document must reference the modified entity and the modification type (e.g. "phosphorylation"). For chemical reaction addition/removal reactions, there are further constraints that depend on the specificity of the identification of the modified residue(s), which can vary by reaction.
We distinguish three levels of specificity for residues: 1) position and type (e.g. "serine 45"), 2) type only ("serine"), and 3) unspecified (no information). To be judged HIGHLY RELEVANT to a reaction specifying position and type (1), a document must explicitly identify both. Documents only stating the residue type should be judged as RELEVANT and those stating neither as PARTIALLY RELEVANT. For reactions for which only the residue type is specified (2), documents stating residue type (and optionally position) are judged HIGHLY RELEVANT, and those lacking mention of the residue as PARTIALLY RELEVANT. For modifications of unspecified residues (3), any mention of the entity and modification type suffices for a judgment of HIGHLY RELEVANT. Statements that are incompatible with any aspect of the reaction specification (entity, modification type, residue position, or residue type) are not considered relevant and documents only containing such statements should be judged NOT RELEVANT.
